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Abstract

One of the necessities of notebook computers besides the specific hardware, including a
pen and a sensitive screen, is a recognition engine for handwritten symbols.

A new kind of Radial Basis Function neural network, called Constructive Radial
Basis Function network, is presented and applied to the problem of handwritten character
recognition. The CRBF-network offers fast incremental learning possibilities by changing
the structure of the network. Because the size of the created network can get large, a
special tree-like method is presented to reduce the amount of calculations dramatically.

Tested with a multi-writer database of 15,000 characters, recognition rates of up to
85 % were achieved.

Codewords: pen-computer, on-line character recognition, Radial Basis Function
networks.

Resume

V ne des technologies necessaires pour I'ordinateur sans clavier est la reconnaissance des
symboles manuscrits.·

Vn nouveau reseau de neurones a fonctions de base radiales, appele "arbre-reseau
constructif a fonctions de base radiales", est presente et applique au probleme de la
reconnaissance des caracteres manuscrits. L'apprentissage en ligne est mis en reuvre dans
ce reseau grace a un algorithme qui modifie tres rapidement la structure du reseau. Vne
technique speciale a base d'arbre est proposee pour accelerer les calculs dans ce reseau.

Avec une base de donnees multi-scripteurs de 15000 caracteres, un taux de reconnais
sance de 85 % a ete obtenu.

Mots clefs: ordinateur cahier, reconnaissance de caracteres en ligne, reseau afonctions
de base radiales.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The very fast expansion of the micro-computer world is mainly due to the personal aspect
of these machines. While computers in the 70's occupied a full room, computers in the
80's were already of a size which one could put on one's desk. Unfortunately, the attempts
to create portable machines by making them smaller, largely failed. It is still not possible
to use them while standing up because the screen and keyboard are not easily accessible
in that position.

Obviously, a new concept was needed; the notebook computer. The idea of the note
book computer is to do without the keyboard and to write on the computer with a pen as
one does on a notebook. As most software is now embedded in a graphical user interface,
most commands are given through a pointing device (usually a mouse) by clicking on a
button displayed on the screen rather than by typing the command using the keyboard. In
a notebook computer the pointing device is an electr:onic pen with which direct pointing
on the screen is possible.

Text is input in a handwritten manner; a task embedded in the interface performs the
recognition of this handwritten data into formal characters. In this context, it is highly
recommendable that the notebook computer looks and feels like pen and paper. This
implies a high resolution (color) screen with a pen and very little distance between the
writing surface and the active (screen) surface to reduce the influence of parallax.

The pen-and-paper look and feel may be reinforced by changes in the graphical user
interface such as structuring the screen as a book where each application would be a
chapter. Furthermore, commands such as copy, paste, and cut have to be available with
a single operation. This will be done by Command Gesture Recognition: each user will be
able to assign a simple gesture of his own choice (such as a cross or an alpha-sign) to a
given command. Just as in classical software where the user can program function keys
in order to provide short-cuts for often used commands.

While the electronic paper and the graphical user interface are (almost) mature
technologies, recognition of handwritten text is the difficult part of the notebook
development. Most of the products presented during the last two years demonstrated
rather poor and/or slow recognition rates which limited the use of such machines to sim-

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

pIe form filling such as car accident reports or opinion pool interview forms.

Chapter 2 will provide the reader with more elaborate background information on
the ideas behind a recognition engine and the initial requirements which were set to the
recognizer to be developed.

Chapter 3 describes a first simple recognizer which can be used as a fast user
dependent trainable recognizer.

From this first basic version, a more general user-independent recognizer was
constructed, which will be discussed in Chapter 4.

Finally, in Chapter 5, conclusions will be drawn.

This research was done by the author during the graduation period of his Electrical
Engineering study from the Eindhoven University of Technology. The actual work was
done at the Laboratoires d'Electronique Philips in Limeil-Brevannes, France.



Chapter 2

More about ...

2.1 A recognition system

A recognition system usually consists of different modules, as shown 'in figure 2.1: the
acquisition module which collects the data from the source (the pen), the preprocessing
stage which prepares the data for further computations, and the actual classifier which
tries to determine to which class the input belongs. In the depicted system, an alpha-sign
is recognized as the 'copy'-command. In more complex systems, a post-processing layer
can follow the classifier to take the context into account for instance.

0<..... acquisition
pre

processing I classifier~ COpy

Figure 2.1: Different modules in a recognition system

2.2 The initial system

Since 2 years, researchers at LEP have been working on the development of a constrained
locally connected multilayer perceptron for user independent character recognition. Such
a neural network is a very powerful system for classification tasks but the learning phase
is very computer intensive. Using current algorithms, it is not possible to perform on-line
learning or adaptation to the user, especially not on a computer of the notebook type
(typically a PC-compatible based on a 80386 processor). A recognizer based on such a
static neural network has to be trained off-line (for example on a SUN workstation) to a
sufficient degree and it needs to be combined with an on-line trainable module to provide
the user with the possibility of training his own gestures. A possible system could look
like the system shown in figure 2.2.

The preprocessing and classifier module of figure 2.1 are both incorporated in the
Recognition Engine. The Graphical User Interface together with the Electronic Paper

3
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Figure 2.2: Initial recognition system

Hardware perform the acquisition task. More precisely, data coming from the pen are
collected by the pen-data-processing module which forms strokes out of it, Le. all the
data between a pen-down and a pen-up event are put together. The symbol builder
combines the strokes into symbols. A symbol is first fed into the Gesture Recognizer
(after resampling). If it decides that the data corresponds with a gesture class, this class
is returned to the Graphical User Interface which will handle the further processing and the
recognition process is finished. Otherwise, if the Gesture Recognizer rejects the incoming
data because it does not belong to one of its classes, the data is passed on to the Multilayer
Perceptron Recognizer which will try to classify the input as a character or reject it also.
The Graphical User Interface also provides a training window with which it is possible to
train the Gesture Recognizer. At the start of the work, the Gesture Recognizer did not
exist.

2.3 The environment

The pen-and-paper look and feel, mentioned in the introduction, are incorporated in the
acquisition module which can be split up into two parts; the hardware part (Electronic
Paper Hardware) and the software part (Graphical User Interface). A visualization of the
environment is given in figure 2.3.
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386 processor .,,,
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Figure 2.3: The environment
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The PAID-team (Philips Advanced Interactive Device) from the PHILIPS Research
Laboratories, Eindhoven has developed the necessary hardware consisting of a computer
based on a 386-processor together with a screen on which it is possible to write with a
special pen.

Several software companies have already introduced special operating systems for pen
computing. A decision was made to work with PenWindows from Microsoft. PenWin
dows is an extension of Windows (available for Windows 3.1) which makes applications
"pen-aware". Instead of typing on a keyboard and clicking with a mouse, everything can
be done using a pen. The pen is superior to a mouse through its capacity of pointing in
absolute coordinates.

2.4 Gestures

Gestures are special symbols that may issue a command, such as deleting text, or produce
a non-printing character, such as a carriage return or tab. Microsoft PenWindows has
already defined several standard gestures; Appendix A gives an overview of the gestures
defined in the Beta-release II of PenWindows. They all consist of only one stroke which
means that the user will not have to lift his pen during the writing of a gesture. It is very
likely that when a user defines his own gestures, they will also consist of only one stroke
because a gesture is something which is often used and therefore it is preferable that it
can be written fast. However, the recognizer presented in this report will also be able to
handle multi-stroke gestures.

2.5 The assignment

Given the information in the last sections, the following demands were set to the gesture
recognizer which has to be designed:
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• Recognition of gestures should be fast, in the order of 10 per second, on a computer
with a 386-processor running Windows.

• Fast on-line training of the recognizer should be possible.

• The misclassification rate should be as low as possible for a well-defined set of
gestures.

• The rejection rate of the gesture recognizer should be high for characters (or more
general, forms which were not trained) and low for the gestures which were trained

2.6 Measuring performance

The performance of a recognizer is usually expressed in terms of the number of mistakes it
makes. When a recognizer is presented with an symbol of which the class is known, it can
classify it correctly, misclassify it, or not accept it and "reject" the symbol as unknown.
The different kinds of mistakes are defined in the following way:

• The error-rate is defined as 100 times the number of misclassifications divided by
the total number of symbols presented.

• In a similar way, the rejection-rate is defined as 100 times the number of symbols
which were not accepted divided by the total number of symbols presented.

To express the performance of the network with one figure, the Figure of Merit (FM) is
introduced as:

FM = 100 - RR - X . E R (2.1)

where RR is the rejection-rate of the network in percentages, ER the error-rate in per
centages, and X the factor representing how much an error is worse than a rejection. In
the field of character recognition, a much used value for X is 10.

All the figures defined above can easily be measured and compared when a (standard)
database of examples is used. However, measuring the performance during on-line tests
is much more difficult because the figures are influenced by subjective decisions (is the
symbol written really representing the class ?). Therefore, no exact figures of on-line tests
will be given in this report. A procedure for on-line tests is being defined.

2.7 Database of characters

To train a character recognizer from examples and evaluate its performance, a large
database is needed, preferably from many different people from several countries.

The character database currently in use contains more than 15,000 characters covering
the whole ASCII-set. The people who participated in the acquisition process were all
researchers from France and The Netherlands. The characters have been acquired using a
specially developed program running under Windows on a notebook computer with a pen
as input device. The program displays a screen with boxes in which the testperson has to
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write the character indicated above each box. During the development of the program and
the actual acquisition of the characters, several items were discovered which can influence
the quality of the database.

• There should be an area outside the boundaries of each box in which data is also
accepted. In earlier version of the acquisition program, a lot of characters were
not usable because the testperson wrote a part of the character outside the box (for
example the tail of a 'g' or 'y'). If the written character even exceeds the box plus the
margins, a warning message should be generated telling the testperson to write the
last character again. To prevent people from consistently writing too big characters,
a character can only be started inside a box; not in the margins around it.

• The order in which the testperson has to write the characters is important for the
usefullness of the characters. It is better to let the testperson first write uppercase
letters and after that lowercase ones. If it is done the other way around, some people
tend to write already uppercase letters in the lowercase boxes. Furthermore, digits
should be the last characters to be acquired in an ascending order from 0 to 9 to
prevent people from automatically writing '10' after the box' in which the '9' was
written.

• People tend to write more carefully if the ink of the pen with which they write is
displayed as a thick line. Furthermore, it gives better feedback to the writer to see
if anything was actually written, for example in the case of small characters like a
point or comma.

All the acquired characters were checked for serious errors like the permutations of
characters and the afore mentioned errors with the digits. Furthermore, the database
has been split up into two parts. One part to train a recognizer and a second part to
evaluate the training. The training part contains roughly twice as many characters as the
evaluation part.



Chapter 3

Gesture recognizer

3.1 A simple algorithm

A lot of articles published in recent years on the recognition of handwritten characters
and symbols [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] describe algorithms performing a fe~ture analysis
of the input data. The extracted features are used to discriminate between different
characters and symbols. One of the reasons to use feature analysis is that it is believed by
some researchers [9] that humans perform (handwritten) character recognition in a similar
manner. However, others [10] have objected to that and support different models of the
human recognition process.

Based on the type of feature extraction techniques used, the above mentioned feature
analysis algorithms can be grouped as [4]:

• Global transformation and series expansion.

• Features derived from the statistical distribution of points.

• Geometrical and topological features.

Global transformation and series expansion techniques help to reduce dimensionality
of the feature space and provide features invariant to some global deformations. The
extraction and mask making processes are easy for these features. However, such feature
extraction techniques demand high computational requirements.

Features derived from the statistical distribution of points are tolerant to distortions
and take care of style variations to some extent. They provide high speed and low
complexity for implementation. However, in general the mask making is difficult for these
type of features.

Geometrical and topological feature analysis methods are the most popular techniques
investigated by researchers. The features may represent global and local properties of the
characters. These features have high tolerances to distortions, and also tolerate a cer
tain degree of translation and rotation. They help to process characters at high speeds.
However, the extraction processes are in general very complex and it is difficult to generate
masks.

8



3.2. COST FUNCTION 9

The feature analysis algorithms mentioned above are usually not suitable for fast
analysis using low-end machines. As an example, the reader is referred to [1] in which no
less than 13 features per incoming symbol are computed including complex computations
like arctan and square roots. Because speed (on a PC running Windows) is one of the
most important requirements, the keyword in mind during the design has always been:
simplicity. A simple recognizer may consist of a pattern matching algorithm which min
imizes some cost function to make a decision. Research [11, 12] has shown that such an
approach can be useful in the area of handwriting recognition.

The recognizer presented in this chapter stores a number of gesture-patterns during a
training session and afterwards during recognition the input is compared to all the stored
patterns using a cost function. A decision is made for the pattern (and its class) which
minimizes this cost function. First, the cost function and necessary preprocessing will be
presented and later a more elaborate description of the recognizer will be given together
with experiments which were carried out. The reader is referred to section 2.4 for the
definition of a gesture.

3.2 Cost function

The Euclidean distance between two gestures will be used as a cost function. Let a
gesture be described by N pairs of coordinates; (xt, yt) , i E [0 ... N -1] and the distance
to another gesture (xf, yf), will be computed as indicated by equations 3.1 and 3.2.

with

N-l

DAB = L..;d;
i=O

(3.1 )

(3.2)

However, during experiments, described in section 3.5, it became clear that taking the
square root of di in equation 3.1 was not necessary and costed lots of time. Therefore, the
distance between two gestures A and B will be computed in the following way:

N-l

DAB = L di
i=O

(3.3)

where di is described in equation 3.2. Besides the used Euclidean distance as a cost
function, other possibilities for this function should be tried out. Preliminary results show
that, for example, the LI-norm can also be used.

3.3 Preprocessing

3.3.1 Resampling

The acquisition module (see figure 2.1) samples the trajectory of the pen at a fixed rate
(typically ",100 samples/sec.). So an acquired gesture consists of an arbitrary number of
samples. The formula in equation 3.3 may only compute a distance between two gestures
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with an equal number of points. Therefore, the number of samples of a 'raw' gesture will
have to be reduced or extended to a fixed number N.

Because the trajectory of the pen is sampled at a fixed rate, changes in the speed
during the writing of a gesture are incorporated in the raw data. This speed information
can be removed from the data by resampling the data isometrically (=equidistant), Le.
the distance between two points in the resampled gesture is constant. However, the re
sampling algorithm described here, performs a slightly different operation which results
in an almost equidistant resampled gesture but the necessary computations are easier and
therefore faster. The algorithm will be described below.

Let each pair of coordinates have an index t, t E [0 ... T - 1] to indicate the sequence
in which in the pairs are ordered. T is the total number of samples of the acquired (raw)
gesture.

1. Compute the total length L of the gesture by adding up the following terms for
tE(O ...T-l]:

V(x[t] - x[t-l])2 + (y[t] - y[t-l])2 (3.4)

2. The equidistant distance E L is equal to the length L divided by the number of
desired samples N minus 1:

EL= _L_
N-l

3. Copy the first point of the raw gesture (x[O], y[O]) to the resampled one. The next
point under investigation is t = 1; set the variable SUM equal to O.

4. If SUM> EL then goto step 5. Else compute equation 3.4 for the current t, add
the value to SUM, increase t by one, and repeat this step.

5. A new point for the resampled gesture is created by linear interpolation between
(x[t-l],y[t-l]) and (x[t],y[t]) in such a way that the distance between this new
point and the last exeated one, is exactly equal to E L when they are placed on the
trajectory of the raw gesture and the distance is computed following this trajectory.
If t ~ T -1 set SUM equal to the distance between the newly created coordinate and
the one pointed to by t, and goto step 4.

6. Copy the last point of the raw gesture (x[T-l], y[T-l]) to the resampled one.

A major advantage of this algorithm is that the last point of the resampled gesture is equal
to the last point of the raw gesture. In contrast with a resampling algorithm where the
distance between the points of the resampled gesture is equal to EL without following the
trajectory of the raw gesture but computing it directly using a form like equation 3.4. In
that case, the last point of the resampled gesture will usually not be equal to the last point
of the raw gesture. A second advantage is the way the points for the resampled gesture
are computed. It is a linear operation instead of solving of a quadratic equation (with
possibly several solutions) in the case of the other algorithm which was mentioned. Note
furthermore that the algorithm will have no problem with oversampling Le. extending the
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number of samples from T to N. A disadvantage of the algorithm here presented is the
fact that when some points of the raw gesture are clustered together forming a non-linear
curve, the points of the resampled gesture are closer to each other. This can happen when
the writer kept his pen down for some time on approximately the same place.

Figure 3.1 shows an example of the resampling process. On the left side a raw gesture
is shown and the right side of the figure shows the same gesture after resampling.

:>

Figure 3.1: Isometric resampling

A value for N will have to be chosen such as to retain enough information from the
original gesture for the classifier to perform the classification task.

3.3.2 Translation and Scaling

The following algorithm will try to minimize the dist"ance between two gestures A and B
by scaling and translating one of the gestures. This minimized distance will be used as
'the distance between A and B'.

Gesture B will be used as a reference gesture and gesture A will be scaled and translated
into A' with:

(3.5)

(3.6)

The transformed coordinates of A into A' in equation 3.5 and 3.6 will be used in equation
3.2, which yields

di = (Sx~ +Tx - Xf)2 +(Syt +Ty - yf)2

The following three equations must hold to find a possible minimum of DA'B:

aDA'B = 0
as

(3.7)

(3.8)

(3.9)
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(3.10)

(3.11)

Using equation 3.3, the equations 3.8,3.9, and 3.10 can be solved. The solutions for S, Tx ,

and Ty are given below 1:

S - L, xfxf +L, yfyf - -Ji{L, xt){L, xf) - -Ji{L, yf )(L, yf)
- L,{xf 2) + L,{yf2) - -Ji{L, Xt)2 - -Ji{L, yf)2

T = _SL,X f + L,xf ( )
x N N ·3.12 .

T = _SL, yf + L, yf (3.13)
y N N

The minimum distance between two arbitrary gestures A and B can now be computed
(using 3.3 and 3.2) by making one gesture the reference gesture and scaling and translating
the other gesture (using 3.5, 3.6, 3.11, 3.12, and 3.13).

Note that the distance between gesture A and B is different from the distance between
B and A when in both cases the first mentioned gesture is used as the reference one. This
is due to the fact that when A is much larger than B, in the first case B will be scaled to A
and a distance between two big gestures will be computed. In the second case, two small
gestures will be compared yielding a smaller distance. During experiments, the maximum
of DAB and DBA was used.

3.3.3 Normalization

One of the major drawbacks of the distance computation presented in the previous section,
is the fact that the scaling and translations (equations 3.11, 3.12, and 3.13) have to be
done every time a distance between two gestures is computed. The algorithm presented
in this section prevents this by performing a normalization on the data once.

For every gesture which comes into the system (and maybe stored during a training
session), the following two operations are performed:

1. make the center of gravity of the gesture equal to the origin of the XV-plane, Le.

N-l

LXi =0
i=O

N-l

LYi = 0
i==O

2. make the moment of inertia of the gesture equal to a constant, Le.

(3.14)

(3.15)

I In some of the formulas used in this chapter, the limits of the running variable of the sum are not
displayed for lay-out reasons. In those cases, the variable runs from 0 to N-l.
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which is similar to

with

13

(3.16)

The conditions in 3.14, 3.15, and 3.16 are satisfied when the following term is added to
each pair of coordinates :

(3.17)

and afterwards all the coordinates are multiplied by:

(3.18)

Remember that the x and y coordinates in equation 3.18 have first been subjected to the
operation described in equation 3.17. .

The value for C in 3.16 needs to be set. As mentioned before, speed is important.
Therefore, computations will be done in integers (16 bit on a PC) as much as possible but
special precaution should be taken to make sure that not too much precision is lost. If
C is chosen too large overflow situations could occur during distance computations. On
the other hand, with a too small C, characteristics of the input could be lost (underflow
problem). Consequently, C will be chosen as large as possible to reduce the influence of
rounding errors to a minimum.

It would be nice to know what is the maximum distance Dmax which can occur between
two gestures as a function of C. If Dmax is known, C could be chosen in such a way that
an overflow of a variable which contains a distance could never occur. Intuitively, one
would say that the point symmetry image of a gesture with regard to the origin of the
XV-plane is lying at a maximum distance from the original one (remember that both the
original and symmetry image are normalized), see figure 3.2 for an example. Assume that

y

I

~
I
¥
I

-~--*

__ original
image
point symmetry
image

x

Figure 3.2: A sample gesture and its point symmetry image

the point symmetry image of a gesture achieves the maximum distance. Then Dmax can
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easily be computed in the following way:

CHAPTER 3. GESTURE RECOGNIZER

N-l N-l

Dmax = L {[Xi - (-Xi)]2 + [Yi - (-YiW} = 4 L {x; + yl}
i=O ;=0

Using equation 3.16 this yields:

Dmax = 4C (3.19)

Appendix B provides an outline for the proof that the point symmetry image actually
achieves this maximum distance of 3.19.

3.4 Training & recognition

Now that it is possible to compute the distance between two arbitrary gestures, as
described in the previous sections, the actual training and recognition process will be
discussed more extensively.

Training the recognizer with a gesture consists of trying to recognize the gesture and if
it is classified wrong or rejected, adding it to the set of patterns which forms the 'memory'
of the recognizer. Each one of these patterns has a threshold associated with it; when the
distance between a pattern and an incoming gesture is smaller than this threshold, the
pattern gives a positive identification signal.

The threshold of a pattern is computed in such way that a pattern of a different class
is not in its threshold-area Le. the threshold of a pattern is set to the minimum distance
between this pattern and all the other patterns which belong to a different class.

During recognition, the distance of the unknown gesture to all the stored patterns is
computed. With the threshold computation just described, it is possible that an incoming
gesture lies in the threshold area of several patterns. The output of the recognizer will be
the class of the pattern to which the input is closest.

3.5 Experiments

3.5.1 General testing

273 gestures from 4 persons were acquired covering the set of gestures shown in appendix
A. They were used in two disjunct parts; 130 gestures from one person and 143 gestures
from 4 persons.

One of the gestures immediately jumped out as being highly irregular and non
consistent, namely the point. It usually consists of only a few samples and after resampling
and normalization, it has a completely deformed shape. To prevent the system from get
ting confused by this, small things (of only a few pixels) will be filtered out at an early
stage in both the recognition and training process and will be classified as a point.
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The recognizer was tested by training it with the 130 gestures and measuring the
performance in terms of error- and rejection-rate by presenting it with the other 143
gestures. Initial values for the preprocessing variables were chosen as: number of samples
N =10 and normalization constant C=7500.

Both the scaling and translation of section 3.3.2 and the normalization of section 3.3.3
were tried out yielding similar results but for the speed. The former one is much slower
than the latter. Following the results of the experiments, it is easy to make a choice
between the two methods. The scaling and translation method is much more computa
tionally intensive and will therefore no longer be used. From now on all symbols will be
normali'zed.

Training was perfect (0 % error- and rejection-rate) and when tested with the set
of 143 gestures, both the error- and rejection-rate were low, typically < 1 %. However,
when tested on a set of about 300 characters (which were all distinctly different from the
gestures), 33 % were accepted as being a gesture. After close examinations of the results
it became clear that almost all the characters which were accepted were classified as one
single class of gestures. The thresholds of some patterns of this particular class were very
big because they were far (=large distance) from all the other gestures in the training set.

A logical solution seemed to be to set an upper limit to the value of the threshold of
a pattern. After several trials during which the limit of the threshold was subsequently
lowered, almost all the thresholds were equal to this limit hence making the threshold
computations during training no longer necessary. The rejection-rate for the set of char
acters had risen to an acceptable value of 97 % (while the remaining 3 % contained highly
ambiguous characters which resembled some gestures almost perfectly). Training was no
longer perfect but suffered from a rejection-rate of "-'3 % and testing with the 143 gestures
resulted in a 0 % error-rate and an 18 % rejection-rate. Although this last value is high, it
simply means that the recognizer is rather fixed on one person (the one used for training).
When used in a multi-user environment, each user will have to train the gesture recognizer.

3.5.2 Implementation under Windows

Implemented under Windows 3.1 on a 386-processor, real-time testing was possible. At
this stage, the gesture recognizer was implemented as a separate unit; not connected to
the multilayer perceptron character recognizer.

Recognition and training were very fast; recognition of around 20 gestures per second
was possible and training was instantaneous. As a test, a number of single-stroke char
acters (like almost all the lowercase characters) were also trained and recognition was no
problem.

Even training and recognition of multi-stroke characters was possible. The multi-stroke
characters were treated by the recognizer in the same way as single-stroke characters. All
the points of the strokes of such a character were placed in the order they were received
and the pen-upjpen-down information was discarded. Then, the resampling algorithm
reduced (in most of the multi-stroke cases) the number of samples to N which was still
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equal to 10. Although resampled multi-stroke characters can look really deformed, the
recognizer did not have much problem with them.

The tests with characters were done by only one person. The full ASCII-set (94
characters) plus all the known gestures were trained.

• Recognition was good and fast, around 10 characters per second.

• Inputs of classes which were not trained or not close to trained patterns, were
rejected.

• On the average, 2 or 3 patterns per class were stored in the 'memory' of the
recognizer.

• Training the recognizer with all the classes (over a 100) took a long time and was
tedious work.

However, the recognizer was very focussed on the person who trained it; other people had
much trouble getting recognized anything at all.

One of the important features of the recognizer presented in this chapter is that
it can be easily configured in such way that it rejects rather than making errors (by
choosing the fixed value for the threshold of the patterns). Real-time testing was also
done with the multilayer perceptron character recognizer and during those tests (with
several test-persons) it became clear that although the error- and rejection-rate were low
during simulations, correct recognition rate was too low and adaptation to the writer in
some way was necessary. Furthermore, while the multilayer perceptron recognizer had very
good generalizing properties, one of the problems was that anything that was presented to
the recognizer was recognized as something even when it was very different from anything
learned. This "false positive" classification-problem was mentioned before in [15].

Because of the promising results obtained during the test with characters and the
afore mentioned 'problems' with the multilayer perceptron recognizer, it was decided that
the possibilities of changing the user-dependent gesture-recognizer into a user-independent
character-recognizer should be investigated. The next chapter will describe the develop
ment of such a recognizer together with the introduction of a new way of looking at the
recognition process.



Chapter 4

User independent symbol
•recognIzer

4.1 Introduction to RBF networks

One type of neural network which has become popular in the last few years, is the
Radial Basis Function (RBF) network (see [13] for an overview of different kinds of neural
networks). A diagram of a general RBF-network is shown in figure 4.1. The network has
a three layer feedforward architecture. Input vectors x are propagated to the hidden units
(hidden neurons or kernel nodes) each of which computes a hyperspherical function of x,
so that the output of the ith hidden unit is given by

OJ =f(lI x- Pill) (4.1)

where Pi is the center of the radial basis function for unit i, and II ... /1 denotes a distance
measure that is generally taken to be the Euclidean norm. The non-linear function f can
be chosen in a variety of ways and can in principle vary from one hidden unit to the next.
However, in most cal?es, the function is the same for all the hidden units and a popular

Outputs

Hidden units

i

Figure 4.1: A general Radial Basis Function network
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choice is the Gaussian nonlinearity:

(4.2)

The smoothing parameter (7 may be fixed or may vary across nodes. A study [16] has
shown that RBF networks with the same (7 for each hidden unit have the capability of
universal approximation.

The outputs of the network are formed from the weighted sum of the outputs from the
hidden units:

Ci = L WijOj +Oi

j

(4.3)

where the synaptic weights Wij and the biases 0i are adaptive variables that are set during
the learning phase. Each of the outputs Ci represents a class which was learned during
training. Classification is done using the 'Winner-Take-AIl'-principle; the output Cmar

which is most active wins the competition and the input is classified as the corresponding
class. Training in RBF-networks can be performed in two stages. In the first stage, the
hidden layer is built Le. establish appropriate vectors Pi for each of the hidden units.
This can for example be done by a clustering algorithm (supervised or unsupervised). In
the second stage, the weights Wij are determined. Both iterative minimization (gradient
descent learning rule) [14, 19J and matrix-inversion methods [15, 17, 18, 20J are reported
to be used for this task.

If the number of classes is large, it must be noted that the increase of the number of
hidden units has a dramatic effect on the size (number of connections) of the last layer
when the layer is fully connected. For example, a network with 100 classes and 2000 hid
den units will have not less than 200,000 connections between the hidden and the output
units alone.

Note that the only "vital" connection is the one between a hidden unit and its target
output class unit Le. the class to which pbelongs. If no other connection is made then the
entire network can be seen as the juxtaposition of M independent networks where M is
the number of classes. In this mode, classification is done with regard to what a prototype
is. Adding cross-connections will allow the network to take decisions based on what a
prototype is not. For example, a presented prototype may be quite close to a memorized
pattern of class A but may also be not too far away from several prototypes of class B. The
class B output may win over the class A output just because it is summing up activities
of several B class hidden units. If the output unit has to take into account information
about "enemy" prototypes, cross-connections between antagonist hidden units and output
units are needed. On the other hand, it is quite clear that a RBF-network does not need
a fully connected last layer. Two hidden units that store two distant patterns cannot be
correlated (the input pattern cannot be at two places at once) and hence there is no reason
to connect both units to the same output unit (except if they have the same target class).

Radial Basis Function networks have been compared to back-propagation networks
(multilayer perceptron) in several areas. Their error rates are typically similar to those
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provided by back-propagation neural networks. However, they greatly reduce training
times at the expense of requiring more connection weights [13, 14, 15].

4.2 Constructive Radial Basis Function network

Although training times are much shorter than for back-propagation networks, it is still
difficult to construct a RBF-network with an incremental learning capability when the
afore mentioned techniques for building the hidden layer and setting the weights Wi; are
used. Clustering algorithms are usually slow when a new vector is added. Also both' the
iterative and matrix-inversion procedure for determining the upper layer weights require
that all the training data is available during learning and in the case of incremental learn
ing with those procedures all the weights are to be re-computed or adjusted. Especially,
when such a network is used as a recognizer running on a PC, on-line learning is several
orders of magnitude too slow.

In this section, a different kind of RBF-network will be presented which is capable of
fast on-line learning. It is called a Constructive Radial Basis Function (CRBF) network
because the network is built during learning. With this kind of network it is easy to perform
incremental learning. Similar ways to construct networks are described in [21, 22].

4.2.1 Network construction: learning

Here the construction of a CRBF-network is described when used with a database of
characters (batch-mode). The learning algorithm works in the following way:

1. Choose a prototype from the learning data set randomly.

2. Present the prototype to the already existing network and try to classify it.

3. If the prototype is classified correctly Le. the most active unit in the output layer
corresponds to the target class of the presented prototype, don't do anything to the
network and go to step 1.

4. If the prototype is misclassified or rejected (see section 4.2.2 for the way rejection is
achieved), create a new hidden unit.

5. Go to step 1.

An alternative to step 3 could be that the network is also changed in the case of a correct
classification. One could modify the weights in the first layer of the network. As will be
mentioned later on, this kind of adaptation did not prove worthy.

Now, the way a hidden unit is connected to the output layer will be described in more
detail. 1

lThe thresholds ei in equation 4.3 for each of the output units are not used in the CRBF-network.
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Hidden unit creation, fully connected layer

To achieve maximum classification performance, the best way to connect a new hidden
unit is to connect it to all the output units. Creating a new hidden unit is then performed
in the following manner: The center of the radial basis function of the new hidden unit
is set to the prototype input vector and connections are made from this unit towards the
output layer:

• An excitatory connection with a synaptic value w+ is made from this new hidden
unit to the.output unit with the same target class as the prototype.

• An inhibitory connection with a synaptic value w_ is made from this new hidden
unit towards all other output units

Using this way of connecting the hidden and output layer, results in Nhidden * Noutput

connections.

Hidden unit creation, sparsely connected layer

As mentioned before, it is not necessary to create a fully connected last layer. Therefore,
fewer connections will be made yielding a sparsely connected last layer. Besides decreasing
the memory requirements of the system, it will drastically increase the processing speed.

Creating a new hidden unit is done in a similar manner as before but only one con
nection is established from the new hidden unit to the output units. The same excitatory
connection is created and no inhibitory connections are created to the output units. Hence,
only Nhidden connections from the hidden to the output layer will be created.

It should be noted that a fully connected network is only needed if the topology of
the input space is very bad i.e. if every cluster of prototypes belonging to the same
class has on its boundary at least one cluster of all the other classes. While there are
examples of problems having this kind of topology (XOR-problem), it is suspected that
this is neither a typical property of "real world" problems nor likely in problems where
the number of classes is large.

Notice that the synaptic weight between the hidden and the output layer has a fixed
value (w+ is a constant). No further computations have to be done during the expansion
of the network. It is easy to see that on-line learning is possible with this way of building
the network; steps 2, 3, and 4 at beginning of this section have to be used.

4.2.2 Recognition

Classification of an unknown input vector is performed in the same way as in the
standard RBF-network. After preprocessing the input (resampling and normalization),
the unknown vector is propagated to the hidden units and each of them computes the
non-linearity as a function of the distance between the vector and the center of the unit.
The outputs of the hidden units are then sent to the output neurons which multiply them
by w+ and sum them up. A decision is made for a certain class if the difference between the
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most active and the second most active unit is bigger than a certain threshold, called the
fiability-threshold. If the difference is smaller than the fiability-threshold, the presented
vector will be rejected. A too low fiability can occur in two cases.

1. None of the output units is active; the input will be rejected as being unknown to
the system

2. Several output units are active and the difference between their output values is
smaller than the fiability-threshold. In this case, the input will be rejected because
the recognizer is not sure to which class the input belonged. A possibility could be
to return several answers in their order of likelihood.

By using the fiability-threshold, it is possible to tune the system to make a rejection rather
than an error.

The input of the recognition system consists of an arbitrary number of xy-coordinates
which together form a symbol. This number is reduced (or extended) to a fixed number of
N coordinates by resampling the input using the algorithm of section 3.3.1. The (resam
pled) x and y coordinates can now be seen as a vector in which these coordinates are the
elements. When this vector is used in the CRBF-network, the hidden units compute the
same distance as described in equations 3.2 and 3.3. Now, it is easy to see the similarity
between the CRBF-network and the recognizer in chapter 3. The difference between the
two recognition engines is the way the information from the hidden units (= memorized
patterns) is combined.

Setting the parameters

The CRBF-network has a number of parameters to. tune, like the number of samples N
to represent a symbol, the normalization constant C, the value of the weight w+, the
fiability- threshold, and Cf. For several parameters (N, C) it is obvious that they will
be set in advance (during the development of a recognizer) while for others (Cf, fiability
threshold) there is also the possibility to be tuned during training or even during the
recognition process. However, during on-line experiments, it soon became clear that it
was both slow and dangerous to perform adaptation of the recognizer to the user. Dan
gerous in the sense that after some time, the recognition rate became very low and the
user who was responsible for the adaptation couldn't get anything recognized anymore.
Therefore, all the parameters of the CRBF-network will be hand-tuned based on results
from experiments with the database and the on-line testing.

The value for the normalization constant C was kept the same as earlier, namely
7500. No experiments were done varying this value. However, in the case of a hardware
implementation of a CRBF-network, it would be useful to investigate the use of a smaller
C to reduce the number of bit to store a connection in the first layer.

The plot2 in figure 4.2 shows the dependence of the network on the number of sam-

2 All the curves in this chapter were constructed by taking the average over several runs (typically
5). Some curves, however, are not completely smooth which finds its origin in the fact that during the
construction of the CRBF-network prototypes from the database are presented to the network at random.
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pIes using the Figure of Merit (see section 2.6) as a way to measure the performance
of the network. From the plot it can be seen that increasing the number of samples N
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Figure 4.2: Performance with different number of samples (N)

above 10 does not increase the performance of the CRBF-network. The size of the net
work for different values of N stayed the same. Because more samples also means more
computations, the number of samples has been fixed at the small value of 10. Appendix
C shows some examples of resampled characters with their originals for N = 10. Especially
in the case of multi-stroke inputs, the resampled characters can look really deformed (re
member that the resampling algorithm discards the pen up/down information).

w+ was set to +1 which reduces the computations in the last layer to tests and sum
mations.

During the design of the CRBF-recognizer, it became clear that it had difficulties with
learning the whole ASCII-set. A lot of errors were caused by the punctuation symbols
because they were small (only a few pixels) and as a result of the applied preprocessing be
came a source of trouble. Therefore, they were removed from the database and recognition
of the following symbols will be performed by the context expert (see section 4.4):

. . , , ". , . ,

In addition to that, the exclamation mark (!) was also removed because with the used
representation (Le. discarding pen up/down information) it resembles a pipe (I) perfectly.
Recognition of the exclamation mark will be taken care of by the context expert. The
following characters were used in the experiments described in this chapter:

a .. z A.• Z 0 .. 9 G # $ 1. - - t * - + = I \ / ? < > { } [] ( )
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This section will present various ways of accelerating the recognition engine. They are
especially interesting for implementation of the engine on a PC.

4.3.1 Preprocessing

Until now most of the preprocessing, i.e. resampling and normalizing, was done using
floating point variables. Because the target machine does not possess a FPU, this could
be speeded up by performing more computations in integers. To make sure that during
the preprocessing no overflows can occur and as little precision as possible is lost, incoming
symbols are first treated in the following way.

Ymax

Ymin

bounding rectangle
of symbol

\

_ Yma.r -Yrni,," . +---+-----1
2

Xmin Xmax
%'m9i'i -XmIB

2

Figure 4.3: Centering process

1. Translate the symbol in such a way that the center of the symbol is at the origin of
the XV-plane by adding:

X max + Xmin

2

to all the x-coordinates and a similar term:

Ymax + Ymin

2

to the y-coordinates with X max , Ymax and Xmin, Ymin being respectively the maximum
and minimum x and Y coordinates of the original symbol. See figure 4.3 for a
visualization of this process.

2. Multiply all the coordinates by a factor P to make the largest coordinate equal to
some (large) constant K. P is given by:

P = K if X max - Xmin > Ymax - Ymin
(x""4%-x"" ... )/2

P - K if X max - Xmin < Ymax - Ymin- (Ymu;-Ymi .. )/2
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During experiments, a value for J( of 5000 was used. The symbols which were prepro
cessed using integer variables (preceded by the above described treatment), were compared
with the same symbols using the preprocessing with floating variables and no visible dis
tortion was seen. Now, preprocessing can almost completely be done in integers. After
receiving a new symbol from the acquisition module, it is first treated as described above
after which the symbol is resampled to a fixed number of N samples. These operations
plus the first part of the normalization (equation 3.17) are all done in integers. The final
part of the normalization (equation 3.18) is done in floating variables to ensure sufficient
precision.

4.3.2 Distance computation

During a recognition process, many distances are computed in the hidden layer of the
network. The computations consist of multiplications and additions (see equations 3.2
and 3.3). However, the multiplications are only raising squares. Because a multiplication
takes more time than an addition on a PC, it is worthwhile to make a table of all the
needed squares. In that case, computing a square can be done in the same time as making
an addition.

To make sure that all squares can be looked up in the table, it must be sufficiently
large. Given that a symbol is normalized using equation 3.16, it is easy to see that an
upper limit for a coordinate-value is VC. Although this is a very coarse upper limit, it will
do for this purpose. Now, with equation 3.2 in mind, one can see that a table with 2VC
entries has to be filled with the squares of the indexes to be able to compute all squares
which can occur. Storing the table costs some memory but it speeds up the process a lot.

4.3.3 Non-linear function

The outcome of the distance computation is used as the argument of the non-linear func
tion of the hidden layer. Computing a non-linear function like the one in equation 4.2,
is computationally intensive. The function could be piece-wise linearly approximated but
this would still involve several additions and multiplications. Keeping in mind that the
non-linear function (4.2) is usually vanishing fast with an increasing argument, it is much
faster to look up the value in a table.

During experiments, it became clear that the CRBF network is not very sensitive to
the exact form of the non-linear function. Therefore, the exponential function in equation
4.2 is approximated in the following way:

exp{ -x} if 0 < x < 5
o if x ~ 5

In the used range [0 ... 5), the function is represented by 1000 points covering the whole
range with a constant step size. Furthermore, the exponential function is stored as a table
of integer-values by multiplying all the values in the table with a constant, typically in the
range from 100 to 1000. Remember that the value chosen for this constant influences the
range in which the output units operate and the value of the fiability-threshold. Currently,
the constant has a value of 1000 and the fiability-threshold is set to 200.
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4.3.4 Branching

The number of hidden units can get quite large (for example > 3000) and then
recognition gets inherently slower. However, experiments showed that in the case of hand
writing recognition on average less than 10 % of the hidden units are active at the same
time. This means that more than 90 % of the hidden units needlessly compute distances
because they give no information to the output layer about the class of the input. This
section will describe a way to speed up the recognition process while losing little perfor
mance in error- and rejection-rate.

Some of the hidden units will get a double functionality. When a new input is
presented for evaluation, a selected number of hidden units, the so-called branch-units,
will determine coarsely where the input landed in the input space. Each of the branch
units has a set of hidden units belonging to it (not necessarily from the same class). The
branch units are evaluated in the order they were created. The first one which responds
to the input-vector will 'send' that vector to all its hidden units and only those units
will be used to compute the outputs of the CRBF-network. If none of the branch-units
is responding, the network will reject the input. A branch unit will become active if the

11----------,

oL...- ....L.. _

IJ'branch IIi-pili

Figure 4.4: Activation function of a branch unit

input is in its receptive area. The activation function of a branch unit is a very simple one,
like the one depicted figure 4.4, where O'branch has to be chosen. By choosing O'branch, the
number of branch-units and the distribution of the hidden units over those branch-units
can be influenced.3 Figure 4.5 visualizes the branching process.

A remark has to be made with regard to figure 4.5. It is a 2-dimensional picture while
the input-space is actually 2N-dimensional (with N the number of samples; 2N is the
number of inputs of the CRBF-network). The picture is just a way to give an idea of
the way the branching process works. One can already see that problems could occur on
the borders of the branch-units. A cluster of prototypes could be split up when using the

3From now on, the name hidden unit will be used for referring to the hidden neurons of a RBF-network
which use the non-linear function with the argument u. The term branch-unit will refer to the units which
have an activation function like the one in figure 4.4 with the parameter Ubranch. So, a branch-unit will
'contain' several hidden units.
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Figure 4.5: Visualization of the branching process

branch-techniques.

Training revised

Training, or constructing the network, changes a little bit from the way it is described in
section 4.2.1. The first three steps stay the same but the creation of a new hidden unit
changes:

4. Determine if the prototype lies in the receptive area of one of the already existing
branch-units.

5. If none of the branch-units is responding, create a new branch-unit and add it at
the end of the ordered list of branch-units. The hidden unit belonging to the new
branch-unit is the branch-unit itself. Go to step 1.

6. Add a new hidden unit to the branch-unit which was responding.

7. Go to step 1.

Performance

The performance of the CRBF-network with branch-units has been compared to the same
network without those units. The first thing which is noticeable, is the difference in speed;
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the former one is much faster than the latter. The difference lies in the order of 10 to 15
times. In figure 4.6, two typical error-rejection-curves for the network are shown. They are
obtained by changing the value of (1'. In both cases the value of (1'2 was varied between 100
and 1200 and all other parameters were kept constant. As can be expected, the error-rate
increased and the rejection-rate decreased as (1'2 became bigger. When the branching-
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Figure 4.6: Evaluation of branching

technique is used, about 1 percent more errors are made or several more percent of the
inputs are rejected. Most likely because of the earlier mentioned splitting up of clusters
of prototypes. One can also see from the plot that the recognizer is more sensitive to
changes in the value of (1'. As sigma increases, the error rate keeps increasing fast for the
recognizer with branching. In contrast with the recognizer without branches, where the
error-rate slows down in the neigbourhood of 5 % error-rate and 10 % rejection-rate.

The size of the constructed network is dependent on the value of (1'2 and (1'~ranch' Figure
4.7 shows the relation between the value of (1'2 and the number of hidden units which are
created during learning (size of learning database: 9600). (1'~ranch was set to the value
of 3000. For values of (1'2 > 600, the number of created hidden units remains constant
and is approximately equal to 3000. However, only a small part of those units compute a
distance during a recognition. For example, for (1'2 = 600 and (1'~ranch = 3000, on average
less than 150 distances per recognition are computed (at an error-rate of 4.6 % and a
rejection-rate of 12.2 %).

The value for the fiability-threshold has been hand-tuned by examining the fiability
values of correct and errorneous answers with histograms. Figure 4.8 shows the principle.
During recognition of the characters in the database, all the computed fiabilities are stored
and later on displayed in two seperate histograms; one for the correct and one for the
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Figure 4.7: Size of the constructed network

wrong answers. The fiability-threshold is set to such a value that the two areas where the
histograms overlap are equal. The area of the error-histogram which is on the right side
of the fiability-threshold is called the false-acceptance (FA) area. It contains recognition
answers which were wrong but nevertheless had a high fiability. The region ofthe correct
histogram which is on the left side of the fiability-threshold is called the false-rejection
(FR) region. If the fiability-threshold is used, correct recognitions in that region (with a
too low fiability) will be rejected.

nwnberof
occurences

t

fiability
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FR FA

- - - error
- correct
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~

Figure 4.8: Fiability histograms
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For two reasons, it was decided that the system presented in section 2.2 had to be changed.
First of all, during on-line trials with the multilayer perceptron recognizer it became
clear that the recognition-rate of this recognizer was not high enough for user-independent
character recognition without any possibility to train. Second, the results of the CRBF
recognizer were very promising in the field of user-independent recognition. The new
system is presented in figure 4.9. Two blocks are added with regard to the system in
figure 2.2; the context-expert module together with the rules bank. The context-expe~t is
large software package and developing it is not a straightforward task. The rules stored
in the rules bank are mostly found by trial-and-error methods .

.---------;~ USER -------,

.-- ---------------------- ---I
• training window pen data processing :
I •

:_G!~p~~~l ~~e! ~n!e~~c_e '_ _ _ _ _ :

-------------- ----------

Radial Basis

Function

Recognizer

CONTEXT
EXPERT

symbol
builder

Multilayer

Perceptron

Recognizer

Figure 4.9: Complete system

Both the recognizer presented in this report and the multilayer perceptron recognizer
are truly character recognizers. They do not take into account any context of the presented
information. However, during experiments it became clear that this context was important
and including it would mean an improvement of the recognition results. The context
expert interacts with the symbol builder very closely and together they construct symbols
from the strokes corning from the pen-data-processing module. The constructed symbol is
first sent to the CRBF-recognizer. Depending on the answer it returns, the same symbol
is also sent to the multilayer percept ron recognizer. Afterwards the context-expert applies
rules which improve the recognition result. The rules are constructed using knowledge
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about the known errors of both recognizers and information gathered during trials with
different test persons. For example, the '2' and 'Z' are two characters which are sometimes
mistaken. One of the rules applied by the context-expert is (in a simplified form): if a 'Z' is
returned by the recognizer(s) and the characters which were entered before and after were
digits the answer will be modified to a '2'. At a later stage, the context-expert could also
incorporate a dictionary in which words could be checked. Furthermore, the rules-bank
contains rules about punctation-symbols which are not supported by the CRBF-recognizer.
For example, if the input is small, was placed on or beneath the base-line of the context,
and the CRBF-recognizer returns a forward slash (f), the answer is a comma (,).

The contex-expert also has a list of characters with answers which can be returned
by the CRBF-recognizer with a high fiability-Ievel but still can be doubtful. If such an
answer is returned, the input is also sent to the multilayer perceptron recognizer to get a
second opinion.

The CRBF-recognizer in figure 4.9 is substituted for the Gesture Recognizer in figure
2.2. At the moment, the CRBF-recognizer has been trained with characters but with the
use of the training window in the Graphical User Interface, gestures and characters from
other languages can be trained. More general, any symbol can be traIned. However, a
remark should be made that in the case of complex symbols, like signatures for example,
it could prove necessary to increase the number of inputs (related to number of samples)
of the CRBF-network.

It is difficult to measure the performance of the total system because a large part
of it depends on the context of the input. As there is no database with words (giving
information about the context) available at the moment, no concrete figures will be given
here. One of the jobs in the near future will be to evaluate the system in a good manner.
The total system has been implemented under Windows and recognition speed is in the
order of 3 characters per second. Although this is sufficient for tasks where only a few
characters have to be written at once, like use with a spread-sheet, other applications
need a higher recognition speed, for example text editing. Code optimization and possibly
hardware accelerators could provide a solution.

The context-expert and the rules bank which are currently in use, have been con
structed in cooperation with the PAID-team from the PHILIPS Research Laboratories,
Eindhoven.



Chapter 5

Conclusions

A recognizer for handwritten characters has to be able to adapt to the user. Classi
fiers, including the multilayer perceptron trained with back-propagation and other neural
networks, cannot perform this incremental learning on-line.

We demonstrated that a simple pattern matching algorithm with the possibility of
incremental learning is sufficient to perform fast recognition of handwritten symbols of
one person. No complex preprocessing of the raw data is necessary; resampling to a
small number of points (typically 10) and a straightforward normalisation are sufficient.
Learning is performed by adding unknown patterns to the list of patterns which forms
the memory of the recognizer. However, training such a recognizer with a large number
of classes (in our case 94) takes a lot of time and is not user-friendly at all.

For this reason, a new user-independent classifier has been developed. The Construc
tive Radial Basis Function-network offers the possioility to perform on-line incremental
learning with a minimum of computations by changing the structure of the network.
A tree-like acceleration technique, called branching, is proposed which reduces calcula
tion times by a factor of 10 to 15 while losing little performance in recognition-rate.
Depending on the configuration of the CRBF-network recognition-rates up to 85 % were
achieved with a multi-writer database of 15,000 characters.

Furthermore, the CRBF-network has the advantage with regard to back-propagation
networks that it is more likely to reject an input which it has never seen than to classify
it wrong.

In order to increase the recognition rate, the CRBF-network has been associated with
a multilayer perceptron recognizer and a context-expert to build a complete recognition
system, running under PenWindows. Although the recognition speed cannot yet compete
with the rate of typing, acceleration could be obtained. An evaluation of the performance
of the total system is planned.

In the future, it is advisable to implement the possibility of untraining symbols in the
CRBF-network. Giving the architecture of the network, this is should not be any problem.
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Appendix A

Gestures defined in PenWindows,
Beta II
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Appendix B

Maximum distance

The proof consists of showing that anything else than the point symmetry image of a
gesture will have a distance to the original one of less than Dmax • First, one of the
x-coordinates of the point symmetry image is distorted with a value'~x 'as shown in figure
B.1 and we will try to show that this distorted image is lying on a distance smaller than
Dmax from its original.

I
¥ ).c:
I ....

- ~--:kI I

I.E---+J
I Llx I
I I

- ~--

I

*"

-- original
point symmetry
distorted

Figure B.1: A sample gesture and its distorted point symmetry image

The index d will be used for the distorted point symmetry image and the jth
x-coordinate will be distorted with a value ~x. The distorted image will be described
in terms of the original image, which will have the index o.

x~ =
I

x~ =
J

yt

-xi' if i f: j
-(xj +~x)

-Yi

First, the distorted gesture will have to be normalized. Using equation 3.17, the following
term is added to each pair of coordinates:
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and using 3.18 all the coordinates are multiplied by:

A =
C

C +2xJ ~x + N(N -1) (~)2
(B.1)

Conditions 3.14,3.15, and 3.16 are now satisfied and the normalized distorted gesture can
be described in terms of the original one in the following way:

xt A(-xi+t~x) if i1:j
xf = A (-(x; +~x) + t-~x)

yf = -A yj

The distance between the original gesture and the distorted one can be written as a
function of ~x; Nand C are constants and A is also described as a function of ~x, see
B.l.

N-l

D = L: {[xf - xt1 2 + [yf - yt1 2
}

;=0

(B.2)

The distance described by B.2 has to be smaller than Dmax • So, the following inequality
should hold (for ~x 1: 0):

(1 +A)2C +2A(1 +A)xj~x + N(N -1)A2(~) 2 < 4C

After some lines of calculations (substituting B.1), this results in:

X~2~X2 < CN(N-1) (~rJ

X~2 < C(1- ~)J

N
C

(B.3)> C-X,?2
J

So, the maximum distance is smaller than 4C (independent of ~x) if inequality B.3 holds.
Now, the problem is to find the maximum value for a coordinate given that the gesture
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to which the coordinate belongs, is normalized using 3.14, 3.15, and 3.16. Even with the
knowledge that the gesture is resampled with the algorithm in section 3.3.1, it is not ob
vious how to solve this.

A similar computation can be done for the case where two coordinates are distorted.
It results in an inequality like B.3 with the difference that the values of the distortions
are also present. Introducing more distortions will only make computations more difficult
and not solvable.

However, during experiments, all the computed distances were supervised and the
value for Dm(J:& in equation 3.19 was never violated. Therefore, Dm(J:& of 3.19 is accepted
as being the maximum distance which can occur.



Appendix C

Examples of resampled characters
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